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Drug Discussed 

Chicken Salad Culprit of Food Poisoning 

by Keith Merryman the stomach until five in the morn- that was left out longer than the 
in g. I assumed that I had caught rest." 

On Sunday, April 16, a number the stomach flu or something." It is the policy of the Food Ser-
of students took il l after eating Daria Shockley, Dean of Hous- vice to keep a portion of every 
chicken salad from McConnell ing , knows of only five students," item at every meal to test in case 
Center. The symptoms described "and one of the five had only eaten of food poisoning is reported . In 
1nclude vomiting , stomach cramp- roast beef ." She added, "Chicken this case, however, the food was 
•ng. and diarrhea. salad was served at both brunch not tested. Mike Bazan, Director 

No one can quite agree on the and dinner. Thus there must have of Food Service at McConnell , 
number of people involved, but oeen at least 200 or 300 students says that the reason they did not 
The Other Side knows of seven- who ate it," Shockley said. "Be- test the food was that, "the symp
teen. Greta Ruiz, a Pitzer sopho- · cause such a limited number were toms did not affect a substantial 
more, remarked, "/ experienced affected, it is my guess that the number of people; nor did they re
ncredible pains and cramping of ··spoiled" salad was a small batch quire medical attention." 

The Pit Stop: 

by Chandre Kipps 
A Town Meeting was called 

last week by the Student Con
venor, Eric Kyner, at the request 
of the Mead Dorm Council to 
discuss alcohol and drug pol icy 
at Pitzer. With the largest atten
dance th is year, the audience in
cluded students, faculty, and the 
Dean of students ' staff. 

Voic ing student concerns 
regarding the alcohol policy was 
Pitzer Senior, John Hoel. These 
concerns were that: 1) decisions 
were being made about public 
dorm space without student 
knowledge or approval , 2) power 
was being removed from the stu
dent committees , 3) in reference 
to the question of legality, what 
would make an event illegal or 
constitute disapproval , 4) if no 
decision is made, is the Dean of 
Students staff going to pass their 
own guidelines this summer? 

In response to these con
cerns, Dean of Students, Jane 
Holcombe, replied that 1) public 
dorm space should and will be 
decided by the students, 2) that 
this concern stemmed from a 
proposal that she had stated, 
which in fact , was not firm and 
was subject to change, 3) she 
has set criteria for approving 
organ ized parties in which 
alcohol is served. The criteria is 
that they may not sell alcohol, 

College Helps Student Turn a Profit 
by Chandre Kipps 

The Pit Stop has become an integrated part of Pitzer College. Un
der Richard Hagen's ownerhip since 1982, the student store has be
come an organized business. Originally purchased for approximate
ly $1700, Hagen 1s now considering selling The Pit Stop for $2800 or 
the best offer. 

The Pit Stop functions independently of Pitzer. There is no con
tract between the store and the college as there is with other on-cam
pus bus1nesses that are not owned and operated by the College. The 
store 1s not held fmanc1ally responsible to Pitzer. 

As 1n any business the owner takes the risks involved and as a re
ward keeps the prof1ts wh1ch amount to an average of $400 per 
month. Unlike a normal business. however. The Pit Stop is subsid
IZed by Pitzer College 

substantially reduced by Pitzer's subsidization. 
Hagen has operated the store in the same manner which Joanne 

Greenberger, former owner, had run it. Hagen feels that without the 
present system the store could not be run . Both Pitzer's money and 
private ownership are necessary qualifications for the continued 
success of The Pit Stop, says Hagen. Some students disagree with 
this. 

The controversy surrounding The Pit Stop has two aspects Some 
students believe that one person should not be allowed to make a 
profit off the community and be subsidized by Pitzer. To some the 
mere act of selling the store IS improper. Andy Frankel, Pitzer Sen1or, 
feels that the profits should go back to the community. Another stu
dent. Nancy Whalen, believes that The Ptt Stop should resume its 
origtnal purpose; that of being a learnmg expenence, not a money
making venture. 

may not serve alcohol to anyone 
lacking a five college I.D. or 
who's under eighteen and that 
they must provide adequate 
security. In response to Hoel's 
f o u r t h p o int, Holco mbe 
reassured the students that new 
guidelines wou ld not be set 
without their knowledge or input. 

After both Hoel 's statements 
and Holcombe's replies , discus
sion ensued involving both the 
Dean of Students and the 
students. Two issues were the 
major topic of discussion. Many 
students were not clear on the 
inability to sell alcohol at a party. 
It was learned that how the 
school gets around state law, in 
so far as the sale of alcohol to 
minors, is that when one pays 
money at a party one is buying a 
cup. What one does with that 
cup, whether it is used for 
alcohol or a non-alcoholic 
beverage is one ' s own 
responsibility . 

1 he second half of the 
meeting dealt with drug policy. 
Student concerns, raised by 
Dylan Lawrence, involved four 
aspects: the subject of public vs. 
private life; academic vs. per
sonal life was again raised . 
Another concern was tha the ex
isting policy was vague leading 
to multiple interpretations by 
both the student body and the 
Dean of Students. Students feel 
that an independent drug 
counselor is necessary if we are 
to help those in our community 
that are involved with drug 
abuse. This person must be so
meone that the students can 
trust without fear of negative 
repercussions. 

Jane Holcombe responded by 
saying that any student may go 
to their A.A. and get a list of in
dependent members of our com
munity who have been trained in 
drug counseling. These people 
do not report to the Dean of 
Students she firmly added. 
Holcombe said that the wording 
of the drug policy was due to the 
fact that she cannot possibly 
know everyone on campus who 
is involved with druos in some 
aspect. 

Pitzer College prov1des free space, utilities. and labor through 
work-study students, to Hagen The normal work-study policy 1s that 
the employer pays 20°·o of the wages and the Federal Government 
pays 80°o. 

According to Jeanna La Croix, Assistant Dean of Financial Aid, 
there are restrictions concerning who can employ work-study stu
dents. Federal funds may not go to businesses that are political, reli
gious. or profit making in nature. Since thi'3 restriction applies directly 
to The P1t Stop. the school may not pay the employees from Federal 
Funds. Instead. Pitzer pays the 80% out of the College's Campus 
Employment Fund. 

Kohoutek Music SChedule 

While Hagen has full control over hiring , firing , work-study time 
sh~ts pricing and profit, there is no check of his actions by the Col
lege, even though Pitzer's money is helping an individual make a 
profit. 

When asked who in the administration was responsible for The Pit 
Stop, Dean of Students, Jane Holcombe, responded that she was. It 
appears that the extent of supervision the store has received has 
been two meetings between Hagen and Holcombe. The first was two 
years ago when Hagen first purchased the store· and once again 
right before The Other Side interviewed Holcombe concerning the 
store. 

Jane Holcombe endorses the present operating procedures. 
When interviewed she came out strongly in favor of the entrepre
neur, stating that students get something that they want and that a 
private individual assumes the business risk. That business risk is 

Saturday April 21 

10:00 a.m. 12th St. Mini-Band 
10:30 a.m. Kiki Barnes & Co. 
11 :15 a.m. Brother Big 
12:00 p.m. Eleven Eleven 
1 :00 p.m. The Heat 
2:00p.m. Still Life 
3:00p.m. Amber Prisms 
4:00p.m. E.M.S. 
5:00p.m. The Targets 
7:30p.m. Los Guys (Chris Darrows) 
8:30p.m. Frizz Fuller 
9:00p.m. Rosan~e Lindley & 

The Casual Girls 
10:00 p.m. Frankie S. Band 

Sunday April 22 

10:00 a.m. Stuart Goldstein 
10:30 a.m. J.A. & C.C. 
11 :15 a.m. Barely Blue 
12:00 p.m. The ldolls 
1 :00 p.m. Babes in Toyland 
2:00p.m. Electromusique 
3:00p.m. Appollonicon 
4:00p.m. Rick Cucuzza 
5:00p.m. The Fents 
7:30p.m. Pebber Brown 
9:00p.m. 1 Jeff Berlrn & Vox· Humana 
10:30 p.m. Eric Johnson 
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Explorations with Rodman 
by Ari Sherman 

Boguski tries hitchhiking while Rodman and I try to fig- that hurt the axle? He just looks at us like I once looked 
ure out where the stupid jack goes on the Pitzer van . at a Biologist swearing there was no cord grass in Bolsa ' 
Someone has to get to that B.L.M. ranger that's been Chica, that look that says sorry buddy but I know you 
standing at some obscure desert crossroad for two don't know what you 're talking about, not one bit. 
hours now waiting for our very late class. I've always That trucker had the van in the air in less than half a 
heard that a teacher should learn at least as much as his second and then I went after those lug bolts. Went to 
students ; hopefully John 's beginning to learn that we're tackle those lug bolts. Tried a little teeth gritting . Tried 
never going to make it to the van on time for a field trip. some Zen concentration focusing. Took my shirt off. 
The tire we 'll blame on fate. None of those lug bolts cared one bit for my efforts. 
•. So someone actually stops for Boguski. It isn't easy to · 1 he fine thing about truckers, other than how emba· 
hitchhike in America anymore but it's easier if you 're rassed they get when a college professor thanks them 
seven feet tall and your hair is redder than the olympic profusely, is that they've got muscles. And I don't mean 
torch flame. Only problem is, tha trucker who stopped typing muscles (my fingers do fifty push-ups a day) . Sic
for Mark explains, the place yo0're telling me you want eps the size of my two legs, a Joshua Tree trunk and a 
to go is a couple miles back the other way and what are barrel cactus all rolled together. Got those lug nuts off 
all those people doing by that van over there? Well see, and the new tire on even faster than he'd got the van 
we heard sort of a bumping noise, somewhere toward · jacked up. And we were rolling toward our meeting with 
the right front but we couldn 't figure out what it was even · the other Mark, Kevin, and the B.L.M. ranger. 
when we stopped a couple times 'cause it worried us So this is the article about John Rodman 's Environ
and looked down there. Didn't want to stop 'cause that . mental Dilemmas course. Exploring Environmental Di
ranger and by now probably the other Mark and Kevin lemmas. And I should say right now that it's a very sue
are all waiting for us by some obscure desert crossing cessful course, one of the most rewarding I've ever had 
and we're awfully late. John's always told us that there's at Pitzer. I should also say that the B.L.M. ranger was 
a fine art to catching rangers and this just isn 't how you still waiting when w~ finally got there. You might want to 
do it. Anyway that bumping noise got worse and worse know ·that he himself is of a rare species, that even 
the faster we went and finally we pulled over again and thought the B.L.M. manages about 60% of what is the 
oh my god the tire was coming apart. A whole big chunk 'ours' we're referring to when we say America there are 
of it just flew off into the air just as we were pulling off on- only 17 rangers like the one we spoke to that day, practi
to the shoulder. A whole big hunk of rubber and all the cally all of them only in California. If you 're still wonder
radial stuff just sticking out sort of. ing what the hell an Environmental Dilemma is perhaps 

Boguski 's talking to the trucker, big meaty type, works the name Watt might help. 
for Riverside county according to the cab door. Bet Bo- And what that the B.L.M . ranger said that it's a war for 
guski 's face got as red as his hair trying to explain to the our environment and, win a battle here and there or not, 
trucker about it's Rodman 's fault when the trucker told but the fact is we 're losing. 
him we'd come the wrong way a couple miles for our ex- Once Paul Shepard said to one of his classes some
it. And me and John finally thought we had that jack thing like I know you 're all angels, you 're all on the right 
placed right and I unwound it and unwound it and the side. His point being there's a few thousand more years 
damn thing was all the way and all the way wasn't near to it than a groovy sixties movement and more than just 
enough to lift that van. Not even budge it. That jack was "the ecology" wrich is the irony of Rodman's title for his 
as far as it intended to go and the van was still on the course. Which brings us to the first Dilemma to explore, 
ground. Bet Boguski wanted a lithe blonde in a porsche that use of the word 'environment. ' The it-ness of it. 
on her way to some palm oasis but it 's good he hooked a Something out there. The point is that we seem to be the 
trucker, we need one. only living or other thing on this planet that can do that, 

So the trucker leaves off with trying to understand divide ourselves away from our world with a word . 
Mark and comes over where Rodman and I are standing And then we divide our world with words. Ourselves 
looking perplexed and he says why don't you stick it on too. One time we drove up and hiked into the lambing 
the A frame . The A frame? You mean the axle? Won't range of the Bighorn Sheep that live around Mt. Baldy 

News Briefs 

Saw four really nice looking rams too, and, true to Rod
man 's style (though he was absent that day we have our 
traditions to uphold) caught a ranger. A real live sheep 
counter. The dilemma up there has to do with an access 
road to a tungsten mine and whether it somehow dis
turbs the sheep population. The funny thing is that the 
controversy stirred up so much publicity that now no one 
can really tell if the road is the problem or if it's more all 
these avid angels (yes, us included) stomping in to see 
the beautiful Bighorns they're worried about protecting. 
Can you believe the Sierra Club would lead a hike of 45 
participants right into the midst of the lambing area of a 
threatened species. 

What we do is try to learn about these issues and go 
see them for ourselves and yes we do go on alot of field 
trips and have alot of fun. Play hackysack everywhere, 
Palm Springs sidewalks, trail heads, camgrounds , even 
Pitzer parking lots. We're also dirt road freaks. I proba
bly shouldn't tell you this but it's almost a fetish . Got so 
into it and took a couple cars down to Baja .. . mostly to 
drive on dirt roads. 

We live in an environment ,made of words . To the 
point of forgetting what they mean. And everything we 
do seems to have them. If you ever get a chance to take 
this course with Rodman you might find that out, and 
that the fate of every piece of the world , these days, 
seems primarily to rest in the choice of words we make 
to label those pieces of world. We went from that B.L.M. 
ranger right up into Joshua Tree Monument. It's called 
'monument' and where he was is called 'B.L.M. land. ' 
Where he was was ugly and eroded out, dirt bikes zip
ping around all over the place and lots of scars in the 
earth because of it. The monument looks alot like para
dise. The difference, odd as it may seem, is to be 
blamed on words and what we think that they mean. 

Dirt roads? There was one in Joshua Tree that went 
past pencil cholla and mohave yucca and creosote and 
paper bag bush and mormon tea and we could have 
driven it forever and been content just looking and lis
tening to John and Gwen trying to figure out what a par
ticular bush was and whether we were on the right road 
or not but there 's no such thing as forever in a national 
monument. 

There's all kinds of stuff I could tell you about. Like the 
night cranes in Bolsa Chica or the way a willet's wings 

continued on page twelve 

Admissions 

Update 

Landgraf Resigns, Kyner Convenor 
ragua summer studies program, stating that "the risks involved- by Richard Boylan 

Eric Kyner assumed the position of Convenor of Students on April : 
8 at a meeting of the Student Reps where John Landgraf resigned 
the office he had held for slightly over a year. Kyner, a Senior, be
came the Convenor when the Student Reps approved of a line of 
succession that will see the Assistant Convenor automatically ass
sume the position of Convenor whenever the Convenor can no 
longer fulfill the responsibilities of the office and resigns . 

Also at this meeting,-Michael Teahan, a junior, was elected as the 
Assistant Convenor. Teahan's assumption of the Assistant Conve
nor role allows for him to become lnterum Convenor when Kyner's 
term ends in May. As lnterum Convenor, it will be Teahan 's duty to 
call together the Student Reps in September to vote for an officially 
elected Convenor. 

JDC to Try Two More Cases 
The College Judical Council has agreed to hold hearings on two 

more students before the end of the current semester. Pitzer Sopho
mores Mike Simpson and Farrell Timlake, the students involved in 
the hearing , join two other students who will be brought before the 
Judicial Council on drug-related charges . The four cases mark the 
bu~iest year that the Judicial Council has had in recent years. 

Nicaragua Program Scratched 

In a letter to the College Council, Pitzer President Frank Ellsworth 
notified the members that he could not approve the proposed Nica-

. .. pose liabilities which the College cannot incur. " President Ells
worth made note of the fact that it was only because of the dangers 
involved in sending students to Nicaragua, and not the content of the 
course, that was H1e determining factor in his decision. 

Pitzer Student Gets CORD 
Pitzer Senior John Landgraf was announced to be the recipient of 

a CORD Foundation fellowship for Fall /Spring of 1984/1985. Land
graf, Pitzer's recently-resigned Convenor of Students, joins Pitzer 
graduate Martha Quintana '83 as a CORD fellow for the next year. 

The CORD Foundation annually sponsors fellowsh ips for stu
dents interested in areas of study centering around politics and politi
cal studies. The rigorous application process, a written application 
and interviews, serves to cut the number ofapplicants to a very small 
number who are actually awarded the fellowships. Information on 
the CORD Foundation can be receiVF~d by contacting Professor Lu
cian Marquis. 

New Editor-in-Chief Elected 
The Other Side is proud to announce the election of Chandra 

Kipps as Editor-in-Chief for the coming year. An English major, 
Kipps has served in various capacities for the newspaper in her te
nure at the paper, including opinions editor, news editor, and fre
quent contributor. Kipps will succeed Eric Kyner, who will step down 
from his post after this current issue to assume the position of Con
venor of Students. 

Other appointments to the editorial staff for next year's The Other 
Side will be announced in an upcoming issue. 

Despite all the changes that oc
cured this year in the Admissions 
office (both director and associate 
director resigned), the first signs 
in the recruitment of the class of 
1988 are surprisingly encourag
ing. On April 6, 34 of the admitted 
students had sent tuition deposits, 

·more than last year or two years 
ago ( 17 and 26 deposits at the 
same date) . 

Most surprising, these results 
follow the adoption of stricter ad
mission standards: for most of the 
year all applications with com
bined S.A.T. scores below 1025 
have had to be approved by the 
Admissions and Financial Aid 
Committee (last year, for exam
ple, a student with a G.P.A. of 3.0 
would have gone to the committee 
if the S.A.T. 's scores had been 
below 800) . In addition borderline 
students have been put on a wait
ing list, instead of being admitted 
as in the previous years. 

On the whole, Pitzer rejected 
more applicants than in recent 
years . In the expectation of a 
smaller class, contingency funds 
representing twenty-five students 

continued on page twelve 
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What's Happening with the North Twenty? 

by Stephanie Mandel 

It's great joke material. The ground on which Pitzer is built was 
once used as a city dump. That was over 20 years ago, but on the 
land east ot" Mead and Holden signs of this human disturbance can 
still be found . Vegetation has grown back, however, and Pitzer is 
surrounded on two sides by a chaparral ecosystem. This land has 
been used by the Pitzer community in a variety of ways over the 
years ; someone once built a solar greenhouse here, there are bee
hives, students study the vegetation and find solitude, and the area 
provides a buffer from the rush and noise of traffic. These uses are 
somewhat sporadic, however, and various plans have been made 
for developing this land. 

Pitzer's development schedule is much vaguer than H.M.C.'s, but 
President Frank Ellsworth, as the person likely to initiate these types 
of projects, considers a recreation center and academic expansion 
to be the top priorities. A recreation facility is the more defined plan 
and would probably be located just northeast of the Grove House. At 
present the plans for this joint H.M.C./Pitzer facility would i(lclude a 
pool as well as a road linking Mead parking lot with Claremont Blvd. 
Currently, Pitzer is hiring an architect to produce some designs for a 
fitness center. 

First it must be noted that much of the outback-all the land north of 
the clock tower to Foothill Boulevard-belongs to Harvey Mudd Col
lege. Of these 20 or so acres, Pitzer has a legal option to buy abol)t 
eight, including a strip along the border of Pitzer's turf continuing to 
the Grove House and a large section northeast of Mead and Holden. 

The land east of Mead and Holden is designated for future aca
demic expansion, according to Pitzer's master plan, but the indefi
niteness of plans for this area and the area in the northeast corner of 
the property suggests-that portions of natural ecosystem may re
main for many years in this backyiird. 

The first development on the land south of Foothill and west of 
Claremont will probably be a new dormitory for Harvey Mudd. A 
housing shortage has p_r9.mpted the H.M.C. administration to have 
architectural plans drawn'up for a new dorm, for which construction 
may begin well before the end of 1984. Depending on how the costs 
add up, grading of a soccer field may also be undertaken at this time. 
This field would be located above the Grove House and would be a 
}oi~t H.M.C./Pitzer facility . 

Of course, predicting the future is tricky because ideas about a col
lege's future often change over time. Harvey Mudd is currently con
sidering whether or not to increase its enrollment substantially. 
Such a position would mean that a total of three new dormitories 
would be built, c9vering all of H.M.C. 's nort.h 20 property (excluding 
that which Pitzer has an option to buy.) Since Pitzer does not and 
probably will not face this type of pressure for new residential facili
ties, perhaps its physical growth can accomodate appreciation for 
the natural system to which we have access. 

Path to Escapism 
by Tom Levinthal 

With the school year coming to a close and 
finals approaching, The Other Side decideed 
to ask students-"What is your most ingenious 
method of procrastination or escapism?" Not 
that we think college students actually pro
crastinate or anything . .. (We also won't 
mention that this article was a week late!) 

"Hint: Whack whack whack whack" 
-Anonymous auto-flagelate 

"Sitting at my desk, listening to the sound
... whack whack whack whack whack 

whack .. . coming from the next room." 
-Auto-flagelate's suite mate. 

"During Kohoutek : Intense intents Whacka 
- Whacka Whacka .. . " 

-lnten~e Anonymous Auto Flag. 
"Doing my laundry-by hand." 

-Carol Donohugh 
"1) Stapling Cpt. Crunch to th-e eyelids of 

newborn kittens, or 2) singing the blues while 
happy, or 3) Reading The Other Side while re
lieving myself." 

-Sebastian Matthews 
"Go to Pitzer. " 

-Don Swan 
"The Twilight Zone" 

-Charles Fracchia 
"Go to class" 

-Anonymous 
"Going to my friends' rooms to see how their 

work is coming along, and ending up sitting 
around chatting for hours on end." 

-Bra Crastinater 
"Taking a shower for a long, lOng, long time. 

Watching 'All My Children."' 
1-

-Helen Bonnell 
"FINDING CIGARETTES" 

-Keith Merryman 

"Filling out stupid questionnaires which low
er the Other Side to the level of a Jr. High 
School rag ." 

-EricK. Dickwiler 
(Reporter's note: F--- you. ) 

"Deal Drugs" 
-Brad, Caryl, Kathy, Michael , Boz, Richard, Ju
lie, Lisa, Joan, Jim, Lyle, Steve, Mia, Tracy, 

Dave, Katie, Jane, Daria 

"Listening to Mozart or Bach symphonies 
and trying to figure out the lyrics." 

-Carrot Zuchinni 
"I wash, blow-dry, and curl iron my hair. 

Then I do the same under my arms, legs .. : " 
-A Sicko from Pitzer (Luisa) 

"Tell myself : Material World does not exist; 
all material objects are merely objects of per
ception therefore ideas ; This is the best of all 
possible worlds, so ever.7'1:hing vVill turn out for 
the best . . . It just doesn't matter. (My Dad will 1 
take care of me.)" ~ 

-Albert Anderson .• 
"Watching Errol shave." 

-Leigh Hudgins 
"Listening to Leigh talk about watching Errol 

shave." 
-Todd K .. Little 

"Watch the fruit grow on trees; Break dance 
with Stan, Listen to Jennifer's boy problems. " 

-Karin Labby 

"I try to figure out how Von's is going to feed 
·the 10,000 Olympic athletes this summer and I 
clean the duck droppings off Karin 's clothers ." 

·· -Jennifer Bale 

"Can I get back to you tomorrow?" 
-Julie Ling 

continued on page twelve 

Nicaragua Program 

Cut by Ellsworth 
by Cindy Smith 

The "Summer Program in Nicaragua" was passed by the College 
. Council on March 29th. However, the course has been postponed 
due to questions raised over Pitzer College's liability and policies. 
The issue specifically is, how does Pitzer's liability extend towards 
students in official programs of the College who may be involved in 
risky situations. 

After consultations with at least three law-firms, Pitzer President 
Frank Ellsworth, in a letter to the College Council dated April 12, 
1984, said he could not approve the course for two reasons : the diffi
culty of drafting an adequate liability policy, and the agreement be
tween all the Claremont Colleges not to offer summer classes on 
campus. (The proposed program in Nicaragua would have begun 
with a two-week on-campus intensive study of N1cargua before leav
ing for a few weeks in Nicaragua.) 

Dean of Faculty Ron Macauley said that once asked, the question 
of liability had to be answered. The course he said oresented a "b1a 
question' rather quickly. " As the course came up rel~tiv~l-y l~t~ ~~ t-h; 
year, Macauley said he wasn 't convinced that the college had ex
plored these new questions fully enough. ''Just because there 's a 
risk doesn't mean we shouldn't take it," he said , but he also added 
that there is "legal disagreement to ways disclaimers can operate, 
it's a question of being able to write one that will be convincing for all 
[External Studies] programs. " 

Dana Ward, professor for the course, said that Ellsworth made a 
difficult decision. But the real problem, he said, was ovm the insu
rance pol icy. Specifically with reference to the program 1n Israel , 
Ward said , "either we should get a proper insurance policy or we 
shouldn 't run any of our external programs since we are exposed to 
similiar contingencies." 

Ward added that on one level the real issue was one of social con
trol , of the public's perception of Nicaragua as it is influenced by the 
misinformation of the Reagan administration. 

Although the course has been denied for this summer, both Ward 
and Macauley are optimistic that the course will be offered in the fu
ture. 
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One From the Vaults 
Dear Mom and Dad. Three weeks later, I was woken 

You know how I always said up by banging on the front door. I 
that I wanted to try everything threw on some shorts and drifted 
once .. .. Well guess what!! I just downstairs, you know how alert I 
finished some impromptu field am at 8:00 in the morning. Outside 
work in the Pomona county jail were two officers who told me that 
- from the wrong side. Martin and I were under arrest. 

Remember that art project I told They were real casual and said I 
you that we were going to do tn the could have a few minutes to wake 
old train depot . . .. well we did it , up and get dressed .... they ev
Boy did we do it. Martin. Paul . and en let me drive the car to school 
Jason each did a mural on one of and followed me down. We went 
the walls in the main room while 1 down to the Claremont P.O. 
played percussion, you know, like where Jason was already waiting 
inspirational music. Fran and and booked; fingerprints, mug
Mike videotaped the whole project shots, the whole bit. They took all 
as we worked . We really planned our possessions, jewelry and mo
it out well. We had a high tech ney included (that was the first 
generator and lights and every- time I had my bracelet off since I 
thmg was condensed enough to was 16). But the whole time they 
carry in one tnp . We even wore were real casual and friendly lead
dark clothes . the whole bit. Any- ing us to not take the whole thing 
way. we didn't do anything wrong very seriously. They told us that 
.. . · all we did was replace the we had to go to Pomona court to 

gratittt and crumbling plaster with be arraigned and assured us that 
art. Besides, the place has been we 'd be let off on our own recog
abandoned for years! naissance, being the good boys 

We had been working for about that we are. 
4 hours and were almost finished They told us that we had to be 
when the cops came crawling in handcuffed as a formality, so we 
through a window (I guess they said O.K .... the whole thing still 
didn 't realize that the door was op- seemed like fun . Tinges of doubt 
en) They had seen the light began to cross our minds when 
through the ceiling windows which we entered a room with signs on 
were too high to cloak as we did the doorway saying "No Mes
~tth the others. When they sages May Be Received or Sent 
climbed tn and heard the drums After Entering This Room ." We 
they said they that they were ex- had all waived our phone calls , 
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pecting to see some kind of ~agan thinking them unnecessary. The until he reached my stomach (un
sacrifice ritual. They hassled ·us · Claremont police were going to fortunately, he collided with a 
lor a while and took our names take the handcuffs off when a · more sensitive part of my anato
and pictures, (as a formality they Pomona "pig" said "Not Yet!" my first). We knew we were in 
said because no one knew who. He turned us around and trouble then. The cuffs didn't 
owned the building and they liked frisked us with a vengance . For in- come off until we were in the hold
the art ... even said it was an im- stance when he slid his hand up ing tank. 

ment benches, no windows, one 
toilet in the corner, one door of 
heavy steel (which they make a 
point of clanging shut as loudly as 
possible) and about 30 hardcore 
convicts from L.A. county prison. 
Though I was more than a bit con
cerned about the possibility of 
new sexual experiences, I was 

mostly thanking the lord that I 
wasn 't there alone. 

In that tank, I really understood 
for the first time what it is like to 
have absolutely no control over 
your own life. There are no clocks 
and nothing to look at but cracking 
yellow paint (the shade of which provement). They also confiscat- my thigh, it was hard and fast and The Holding tank is a room 

ed the videotape. I'm sure he didn't intend to stop about 20' x 30 ', all cement, ce- continued on page twelve 

Your Guide-To Some Of The Best Beache.s In California 
by Justin Thomas 

Where 's the beach? Many of us know it's west, but for some, our 
l(nowledge doesn't extend beyond that. Which beach becomes the 
next question. Los Angeles county is flanked with miles upon miles 
::>f beautiful beaches each with its own personality offering every
thing from surfing. and sunbathing to sailing and skating . 

California's not being one homogenious band of sand and surf 
thus makes it difficult to decide which beach best suits our personal 
jesires and expectations. Each beach along with its advantages al
so has its disadvantages such as accessibility which one must con
sider when making the hour to two hour drive from Claremont. This 
short guide is designed to help you wade through the many unique 
beaches along the California coast helping you find the one best suit
ed for you . 

Zuma Beach: surfmg, swimming, bodysurfing, diving, sunba
thing. 
From Claremont, you wouldn 't want to go too much farther north than 
Zuma for a day trip. Zuma, the largest county-owned beach in L.A. is 
a huge ocean playground . The crowds are moderate ... even dur
ing the warm summer days. However, the traffic on the way can be 
very thick. Plan on a one and a half hour to two hour drive to reach 
this beach . The drive will be worth it though. 

Surfrider Beach: swimming, surfing, sunbathing. 
This stretch of beach on the extreme northern tip of Malibu is where 
surfing started in California, and continues to be a popular surf spot 
for many even though the surfing can become very crowded at 
times. Surfrider Beach is a must for those whose intentions are to 
visit the famous spots in'the state, but.for those who are searching for 
a nice hassle-free day at the beach with easy, safe parking, this isn't 
the place. Access is always conjested with traffic. A sight seers 
beach undoubtedlY. · 

Malibu: good swimming, surfing, sunbathing. 
Once the secret fishing and gathering grounds of the Chumash Indi
ans~ Malibu has turriea ·into an insular and exclusive "Colony" of mo
vie stars, rock stars, writing stars and real-estate stars. Much of Mali-· 
bu is fenced in and protected with the exception of a slice of beach 
north of Malibu Colony opened by legislation . Parking here is practi
cally nonextstent giving those living in "the Colony" a secluded 
stretch of beach . 

Santa Monica: swimming, surfing, sunbathing. 
Santa Monica, at the end of the Santa Monica Freeway is the place 
to watch people among other things. Here you will find the 19 mile 
South Bay Bicycle Trail , which meanders along the sand south of 
Torrance. It not only sports the normal beach activities, but one can 
also shop, visit arcades, practice gymnastics, and fish if you so de
sire . This is a place to go if you find that you get bored with simple 
beach. But be forewarned , the crowds are big , and parking can be 
very difficult. 

Venice Beach: good jogging, swimming, skating, bodysurfing, 
sunbathing, and once again people watching. 
You will find Venice very similar to Santa Monica. In place of the bike 
trail , activists use Front Walk, a buffer zone between the sand and 
high-priced housing. You will encounter everything from rollar skat
ers, skateboarders, and bikes to sidewalk venders peddling stuff to 
eat, drink and wear. The outdoor weight lifters can't be missed. Ve
nice offers many activities beyotld the beach just as Santa Monica 
does such as handball, basketball, tennis and limited gymnastics. 
Access to the beach from inland is painstaking and parking will most 
likely cost you two to three bucks. 

continued on page five 
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Ex-Congressman On Nuclear Ethics 
by Julie Phillips 

Father Robert Drinan urged· a 
questioning of mqral values 'with 
the request, "How did we ever live 
for 38 years in a nuclear age and 
not protest it?" He asked the au
dience, composed of students, 
faculty , and community members, 
whether we as a nation can ever 
justify the bombing of Hiroshima. 
As we are the only nation to have 
used such a devastating weapon, 
he feels now is the time to respond 
to the guilt and anxiety many 
Americans have concerning the 
issue of nuclear weapons. 

During his speech on "Ethics, 
Power, and the Nuclear Age" giv
en at Avery Auditorium on March 
14, Father Drinan claimed Ameri
ca is at a moment in time in which 
God is speaking to us to put an 
end to the nuclear build-up. This 
build-up has now produced 
30,000 nuclear weapons, with 
1300 more being added each 
year. The reasoning behind the 
escalation is that massive deter
rence prevents war. Questioning 
the morality of this principle, Fa-

ther Drinan points out the obvious 
consequences and the irrationali
ty behind this type of reasoning . 
He claims that mankind has al
ways used the weapons he has 
made. 

Our response to nuclear wea
pons should be one of supporting 
the nuclear freeze. This, to Father 
Drinan , is the answer to our ques
tioning of our moral values, such 
as where we are going as a na
tion , and what this country stands 
for. The basis for our nuclear build 
up stems from an irrational fear of 
the Soviet Union, said Drinan. The 
containment of communism is 
used to rationalize the production 
of nuclear weapons, This build-up 
is the "No. 1 problem" facing 
America today. 

To overcome this problem, 
which Father Drinan sees as a 
moral issue, requires the unifica
tion of churches and other reli
gious groups to support the nucle
ar freeze. We need to accomplish 
this freeze with an effective treaty. 
This treaty must be one that will be 
desirable to the Soviet Union and 
will motivate them to do the same. 

Pointing this out as a realistic al
ternative to nuclear build-up, Fa
ther Drinan reminded the au
dience that, "we are the country" 
and we have the ability to tell Con
gress what to do. What a nuclear 
freeze treaty requires is commit
ment, action, and concern for our 
future as a nation . We also need 
to overcome our myths about 
communism, he continues, that 
have "paralyzed our nation and in
timidated our politicians," and we 
must fight off these fears first be
fore our actuai fight against nucle
ar weapons can begin. 

Father Drinan urges us that, 
"we should act, not out of fear of 
Soviets, but that our policies and 
goals should be geared to our un
derstanding of what America 
should be. " This requires both 
courage and committment to 
change for without this, the vis
cious cycle of nuclear build-up will 
never be broken. 

In closing , Father Drinan re
marked on a statement by Pope 
John the XXIII , stating that "the fu
ture of the world belongs to those 
who love. " 

cisions on extraordinary cases . 
One area under particular scrutiny 
is admissions procedure. 

Governance Officially 
Rearranged 

There have been many com
too radical for some, too status plaints over the quality of students 
quo for .others ; however, ~fter admitted to Pitzer but little com-

by Lynne Miller 

Student Appointments Commit- . some discussion and m1nor munication between faculty and 
tee will soon circulate applicati<;>ns changes, College Council voted admin~stration . The conference 
for rtext year's committee posi- almost unanimously to accept the \COmmittee hoped the new system 
tions. Though all committees are Committe System. would alleviate this problem. The 
listed and described in the Col- According to Landgraf, the Admissions d':Jd Financial Aid 
lege Handbook, the recent reor- most important feature of the new Committee has been dissolved 
ganization of the system has system is the recently formed long with Academic Standards Com
caused some changes . range College Planning Commit- mittee assuming some of those 

The reorganization process be- tee. The objective of this group is responsipilities. As emphasized 
gan early this fall. According to . to make long term policy deci- by John Landgraf, this was not be
Prof. Sheryl Miller, faculty sions, guiding the actions of other cause AFAC was doing a poor 
members were becoming an- committees . This will not only pro- job. It was decided that if long term 
noyed with their required service vide extended continuity but will policies · could be made, setting 
on committees, both the quantity free committee time for yearly de- continued on page twelve 
of lime spent and the quality. The 
bulk of committe work seemed to 
be administrative tasks that could continued from page four 
be handled by existing personnel 
in the appropriate offices . . Too 
much time was being spent on pa
per work with no time left for policy 
decisions. In addition, there was a 
great need for long range plan
ning , a standing committee of fac
ulty and students to propose and 
direct future movement of the col
lege. 

The first reorganization propos
al was drafted by the Faculty Ex
ecutive Committee, with later sug
gestions from Prof. Dan Ward and 
Prof. Ruth Munroe. Loud discus
sion ensued, among and between 
faculty and students. Voting at 
College Council was split. Most 
members agreed that a change 
was needed, but were less united 
on particular issues, so an ad hoc 
committee was formed to draft a 
new proposal. This committee 
comprised Prof. Sheryl Miller, 
Prof. Leah Light, John Landgraf 
and John McVay. 

The controversy over the origi
nal proposals was good, Landgraf 
said. It stimulated many useful 
suggestions which led ultimately 
to a better document. Along with 
t1;1e original., objectives of stream
lining the system and introducing 
long range planning, this confer
ence committee had compromise 
as its goal. Th~ final proposal was 

Playa del Rey: swimming, bodysurfing, sunbathing, picnicking. 
Playa del Rey is a prime example of a beach town in the earlier years 
with the remembrance of greasy burgers, sizzling fries and lots of 
wide open sand. Swimming and surfing can be dangerous here with 
the periodical riptides .. There are picnic tables , a baseball diamond, 
and basketball courts. The crowds are usually at a minimum, and 
parking is usually readily available. A place to go for a relaxing day in 
the sun with your friends. 

Manhattan Beach: bodysurfing, bicycling, volleyball, strolling. 
Manh_attan Beach is one of the most appealing beaches in all of 
Southern California. It's clean , broad and orderly ; people of all ages 
come to Manhatten Beach . Access is easy on the way and made 
easier after you park by the attractive "walk streets" stretching from 
the drag (Highland Avenue) to the sand. Another fun and generally 
hassle-free beach worth visiting . 

Hermosa Beach: swimming, surfing, bodysurfing, bicycling, 
strolling. 
Basically the same as _Manhattan Beach. Surfing is predictablly 
good, beaches are clean and wide , and atmosphere is relaxed. 

Huntington Beach: swimming, surfing, bodysurfing, sunbathing, 
strolling. 
Huntington Beach is actually three distinct areas: Huntington Beach , 
Huntington Pier, and Huntington State Beach . The center of attrac
tion is Huntington Pier. It seems as if all who go to Huntington gravi
tate towards the "Pier" as a gathering place to watch each other, sun
tan , and swim. This town was designed for crowds infesting the 
beaches on the warm summer days. In other words, parking is al
ways available ... for a fee. Access is, however, slow since the 
beach is nearly three miles from the freeway. Surfing here is great 
when a swell is hitting the coast. As you go north or south towards the 
state beach or the cliffs, the crowds thin out significantly leaving lots 
of open beach spAce. 
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ARIES 
March 21-April19 
If you study, you might get work done . . . tlien again, you might not. 
Do lauf"!dry frequently and switch detergent brands immediately , 
TAUJ:~US 
April 20-May 20 
Communication with others will be improved if you take them out to 
dinner. (Not Bengie's) Order dessert and offer your portion to you 
new friend. Sweet vanilla boon boons (bon·bons to most) are a sure 
bet! 

GEMINI · 
May 21-June 21 
Consult the nearest available psychic to find out what you did in your 
past life. You might be repeating yourself. Get with it babycakes ! 
CANCER 
June 22-July 22 
Your energy level may be improved if you imbibe unusually large 
quantities of coffee . Caffeine pills will not do. Stick with tried and true 
methods. 
LEO 
July 23-August 22 
Who do you think you are? Find out as soon as possible and tell 
someone nice. 
VIRGO 
August 23-September 22 
Avoid plants and plant-like growths that you have never seen be
fore ... or run the risk of being exposed to photosynthesis. Aggressive 
cacti plants are a definite no-no this month. 
LIBRA 
September 23-0ctober 23 
r _his m?nth don't look a crazed chihuahua in the left nostril. It might 
)lte. St1ck to the furry stuuffed animals that your roommate owns. 
SCORPIO 
October 24-November 22 
Get to know agoraphobics and take them to Montclair Plaza. If you 
are a theatre major find out the true meaning of a "leafy gobo" - it will 
be on you next test. 
SAGITTARIUS 
fJovember 23-0ecember 21 
Lie about your sign and you may find your true soul-mate. If it is a 
must, lie about your sex too. 
AQUARIUS 
January 20-February 18 
Restrain your eccentric impulses and you too may be conservative . 
If this doesn 't appeal to you , emulate Jerry Hall. She has an overbite, 
and look where it got her . . . . . . ? 

CAPRICORN 
December 22-January 19 
New money making ventures may come your way .... or, rent 
grandma out as a palm tree to those who don 't know better. 
PISCES 
February 19-March 20 
Weather permitting, go to Scripps pool and check out the designer 
bathing suits. Wear earplugs ... this might be your lucky day! 

Newport Beach: boating, surfing, bodysurfing, sunbathing, stroll
ing .. 
Ne~port is made up of a series of numbered streets that all dead end 
in a dazzleing white beach with wave action suitable for surfing , bo
dys~rfing , or windsurfing . The unbroken view of ocean stretching 
west from the powdery sand makes any spot on the beach perfect al
most any afternoon. And the boardwalk along the strand takes full 
advantage of the vista. Newport also has as her companion Balboa 
Island with the many shops and restaraunts . But the little snack 
shops featuring frozen yogurts, high-calorie ice-cream concontions 
and gooey treats are among the best. Parking is tough to find gener
ally, and access once your're off the freeway, whether it be the 55 or 
405, is slow on busy days. Once again , if the sun, surf, and sand bore 
you after awhile, this beach along with its street activities is a must for 
the beach goer: 
Laguna Beach: tidepooling, swimming, skin diving, bodysurfing, 
surfing, strolling. 
Laguna Beach defies categorical description. It's an art colony run 
by shopkeepers. This beach city has been preserved by its sur
rounding hills up to this point in time; but its serenity will soon be ex
ploited. If the town can 't be captured in words, the beaches certainly 
can : wonderful. Laguna if.! a series of rocky coves carved out of the 
coast. E~ch is a pocket paradise for tidepooling , skin diving, surfing 
or swimming. Take your drive down south to Laguna and you will. 
never want to leave. A beach community simply unique from all the 
others . 

There you have it, a semi-complete description of the beaches 
along the Southern Californian coast to get you started on your sum
mer fun activities. If you haven't been to the beach, make plans to 
take a roadtrip with some friends. If you experienced the bliss al
ready, try someplace new for a change. You never know what you 
.may find . 

Special thanks to Aric Weiss and Chandre Kipps for their inform a- · 
tive input on the different beaches and their individual qualities. 
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POETRAl:::l.l30POETR1' 
Thc~c work~ are all fairly recent example\ of Ari Sherman·, writing . 

none of lhem begun before winter break . Of the long untitled piece he ay' 
"it wa\ begun a<, an <b~ignment from Adrienne Rich to whom I' m gnucful 
for her cri ti ci~m. a' well a~ for the feedback from member~ of the Ben 
Meyer~ Poetry Room Wbhp" · The other piece' have had l c~~ cxpo~ure . 

he offer~ them a~ ' raw effon ~ · . 

h E r 
1 

From the angle of being below 
a table edge almost too high, 
already, from ~omewhere. 
I've learned about body weight 
anc..J balance, me 
and gravity, the careful ri sk 
a~ I reach one arm, 
see my finger tremble 
for the first time. 

• 
I 

m 

Ever since, when my fingers tremble, 
as they often do , 
I'm reaching . 

Knee on the chair , 
what do you ·ee? 
A great clay head 
on a polished wood base . 

II 

I remember discovering 
the variance in its curls, their colors, 
how each was individually shaped, 
as if he ' d wanted 
to make hair, almost real, 
that could never be cut, 
strength 
that could never be lo.;t. 

I dared to run my fingers 
along the bridge, beneath the thick brows, 
I never touched the eyes, 
but felt up into the deep nostrils. 
All this 
before I ever knew the word 
clay. 

As if blind I felt the face 
built by the hands of the first man 
who ever loved me, shook me. 
pulled tears from under my eyes. 

I can't remember how much later 
I discovered how the varied color of those curls 
wa only the varied thicknes of the dust 
resting in their miniscule bowls, 
or exactly what kind of pain, fear, 
I took on myself 
in deciding that this discovery ~attered . 

III 

Through the oft pads 
of mall finger 
I learned the texture · 
of a ceramic bu t. 

Of the then of those finger ·, 
their receiviro:g , 
there' little I can ay now, 
except that this is where my finger 
learned to receive . 

There i little, too , 
to say of the bust , 
who e beauty become a quality 
in how, ever after, 
my eye would turn to it maker. 

Later I'd learn 
that we came from clay. 
Even later, long after/' d lost you, 
in the language your blood, not you, 
passed to me. I found the closene 
of the word 
'oman', 'ooman', 
arti t, craft man, 
and 'emuna', 'oomana', 
belief and authenticity. 

IV 

From what you molded 
before I was born, 
from your fingers working 
the shape of a face, 
the thick curls of a head. 
from a wet ball of clay. 
in part from this 
my love was molded 
and I molded a part of/. 

In my father's office, on a wooden base, 
was a ceramic bu t I used to love. 
Its neck was very strong 
but the vein there were thick 
and tense. 

When he told me how carefully, 
building such a base, 
the wood mu t be anded, 
I was awed to realize the craft 
he'd put into the world 
on which I stood. 

And with all that craft 
who'd ever stop to think 
perhap the base is too thin . 

v 
They said 
have no Gods 
other than the one, 
make nothing 
in his image , 
wor hip 
no idol . 

They aid nothing 
of how many loves to have, 
in piring what images , 
found in which idol s, 
or of any difference 
between having loves 
and having God . 

I've found there 's none . 
Even then I knew my, elf guilty 
of idolatry . 

You said nothing 
of any of this. 
believed. /think 
more in the workings 
of your fingertips 
than in any mark they left . 

Sometimes I still dream 
your fingers working my head. 

VI 

A 'woman guides my hand 
with gentleness, confidence, 
down through the thick curls 
of her dampening hair 
into the warm folds of moi ture 
she raises to me: 

From the angle of being below 
my lips follow my fingers 
following her, 
as my eyes once followed my finger 
following an urge. 

She guides me to her surgings 
as my mother, al~o gent!e. confident, 
once guided me into the surgings 
of ocean waves 
where I paused to say 'they curl up 
like the clay daddy made'. 

I wanted to stop, 
speak first, 
about those waves, about clay curl , 
I wanted to peak 
to this woman guiding me. 

Why I don't 
i n ' tjust her asking mile 
or the start I i ng depth of her breath, 
but mi shaping 
of words , 
or myself. 

They said have no other Gods . 

•,', 
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VII 

Eight year · to the day 
after a man' death 
I conjure up. a ceramic bu ·t 
out of memory, revi ion. 

I see myself 
just outside your office door 
beside a large wooden bookcase. 
I hear my brother' voices 
somewhere. far qff. 
Ofa/1 these things 
'' 'hose shapings _\OU touched 
only I find relief 
in acknowledgement. 

Hi office d or closed, 
omeone clo ed the lid of hi eye . 

What lie behind one 
i · emptied out, packed into cartons. 
But you 
just lie. 

VIII 

/' m without you. 
Thi i · I, 
carried, among other ways, 
by my finger , my trembling 
to wander many de ert , 
and wre tie ange ls 
and mem rie 

Two thing 
I don't do: 
I don't rna h anything 
or ever try 
to hape a ceramic bust. 

IX 

I've suppo ed it lost 
but I doubt that. 
It' someplace in a box , 
year from now I'll find it, 
to study with great caution. 

From a s ingle artifact 
how much of a world 
can be recreated? 

X 
God will remember 
the breath of m father 
who's passed into his world. 

So in my tiny room 
a ingle candle flicker · 
who e flame feed on my breath 
which only I remember. 

The spirit of man 
is the lamp of the lord. 

By it he ee all consumed. 
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Ursa 

Up on the mountain 
just a sprinkling of now 

howed the track 
I hadn't meant to find . 

Fifty yard away, 

Singing 

The shape of your body, 
was like the scroll of the book 
covered carefully 
in oft velvet. 
Hung with ornament ·, 
omehow acred, feared 

and needed fr m deep within, 
so I came to you 
with trembling hand . 
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past an old di carded trailer, 
stood a tump 
big enough 
to hide anything. 

Your face wa ·like an old sephardic ·ynagogue, 
among its curve · I found many things, 

But when I tried to cross 
the ice wouldn't hold my feet 
and the slope was too teep 
for two feet to walk 

b,ut that tump 
cou;u have held anything. 

glazed vines, erpent , small birds. 
What they meant 
I do not know, not even their names 
but they comforted 
the pagan in me. 

A if you were all 
that was left 
of the city 
I dance to you, naked. 
Drums beat. Flutes and rocks 
singing. 

ALL OF JERUSALEM 

All of Jerusalem is built of stones 
which soften in the un 
and retreat in the rain 
and do many other very beautiful sad thing ·. 

Lately, in my nightmare , 
they've become steel 
to the touch of my tongue . 

I touched them with my tongue 
once when I wa very young. 
I' m till glad I did. 

Because of Jerusalem's stones 
I understand all the frustrations of poets. 
You cannot simply observe 
that in the un they expand, 
and in the cold they shri nk , 
these tones, this city, 
demand special attention, 
demand to soften and grow in the fierce light, 
and retreat , quietly , in the cooling. 

What do I know of 
gather 
scatter 
stones. 

We take up pieces 
of the earth, wrap them close 
around u , 
till we cannot be wrapped anymore 
and throw them down. But they 

regardless of the firm deci ions 
of serious men 
remain 

gather scatter gather catter 

ilent 

only the wind 
bothers to complain. 
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Penrose Paints 
Landscape Abstracts 

by Mark Boguski 
Senior Julian Penrose is cur- paper. Additionally, Penrose has 

rently exhibiting his student art made use of a wash technique 
show entitled ' ' Landscape which sprays out in a vein like 
Abstracts " in the Salathe fashion some of his more vibrant 
Gallery. Depicted are large gestures. In both cases there is a 
watercolor images of landscape, fine use of color variation and in
some being formal and tegration ; the images become 
recognizable while others more aesthetically pleasing in and of 
evocative and visionary. Most themselves. 
important in Penrose's work is Most compelling of the second 
his searching use of painterly group of paintings are the works 
technique, color and form . Egyptian Love, Jack Rabbit, Spa 

The subject matter for " Land- and Coyote. Here the depiction 
scape Abstracts " is essentially of colors, along with their simple 
divided into two groups: gestrual application, makes in
recognizable and imaginary triguing viewing. One is 
landscapes. The former is ex- challenged to dwelve not only in
pressed by relatiavely to imagination , but memory as 
straightforward presentations well in order to synthesize into 
using large planes of color the idea of landscape. 
blended in horizontal bands to What is puzzling in this show 
make scenes characteristic of an is Penrose's view on the defini
island and the southwest. The tion of landscape. By relying 
latter category combines for the more on color rather than form, 
most part color planes and great the viewer is left to decide 
sweeping brush strokes which whether he actually sees land
cascade across the expansive scape or free form design. 
twenty-four by thirty-six inch 
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ARTS 

The Wandering Eye 
by Sam Poser 

The Wandering Eye on West 
Harrison Avenue in Claremont 
contains a colorful and unique col
lection of contemporary and folk 
art from here and around the 
world . Charles Daugherty, a Pom
ona College ar:t professor, and his 
wife, Terry, opened the store two 
years ago becuse they were in
trigued with Mexican art. Since 
then they have e~anded their· 
collection to art from Guatemala, 
Africa, Nepal and other countries. 

The art in The Wandering Eye is 
highlighted by a few particular 
works ; the wood carvings of Man
uel Jimenez, a world renown 
carver from Mexico. His animal 
figures are so intricately done that 
they appear almost lifelike. There 
are other wood carvings by anoth
er well known Mexican, lsador 
Cruz. While perhaps not as intrig
uing as Jiminez's, his works are 
beautiful. Other pieces of interest 
are pottery "trees of life" from the 
state of Mexico, many haunting 
masks from Mexico and Guatem
ala, and a traditional Nepali print. 
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Besides the major works, The 
Wandering Eye also has many 
smaller pieces and some clothing. 
The clothing is primarily from 
Mexico; dresses, blouses, and 
some sweaters, all made of ex
tremely delicate fabrics and of far 
higher quality than clothing usual
ly brought back from Mexico. 
There are also very special robes 
from Japan which were intended 
to be used for funerals and a small 
collection of eye-catching art by 
local Claremont artists. 

Professor and Mrs. Daugherty 
now travel to Mexico twice a year 
to maintain their collection. Their 
wandering eyes create a collage 
of artifacts which are varied, but 
reflect one vision : their personal 
taste. Professor and Mrs. Daugh-

erty do not buy from wholesalers , 
they either go to the country of 
origin or bargain with collectors, 
which keeps their prices quite 
reasonable. 

An indication of the extent to 
which The W~ndering Eye is re
flective of the Daugherty's taste is 
its location- the living and dining 
areas of their home. They are very 
proud of their collection and ex
tend a friendly welcome to all vis
itors. They will willingly provide 
further information . The address 
of the Wandering Eye is 232 W. 
Harrison Avenue, Claremont. It is 
just north of Claremont village ; 
you will know that you 're there 
when you see the colorful banners 
on their front lawn. 

Spring Folk Festival 
by Ross Anderson 

The Grove House field during 
the weekend of April 14-15th was 
the place to be to lie in the sun and 
feast on the talent of musicians, 
dancers and artists as the Pitzer 
and Claremont communities ga
thered for the_Fifth Annual Clare
mont Spring Folk Festival. This 
two day festival attracted more 
than twenty performing groups in
cluding Golden Bough, Sam Hin
ton and Jim Fyhris. There were 
three different stages set up 
where musicians of all levels 
played music varying from Irish 
Ballads and Appalacean Folk 
Songs to Brass Bands and African 

Drums. 
Besides the great variety of 

music, there were workshops and 
demonstrations where people 
could learn to dance, sing, write 
songs, play instruments and 
share ideas with musicians. There 
were also artists and vendors dis
playing and selling their goods 
and food and refreshments were 
available throughout both days. 
The great weather finally complet
ed the day which, together with 
the excellent taste of music and. 
wine, made both days pleasura
ble for all the listeners, minstrels 
and musicians present. 
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Risking 
by Jenna Reich 

Art was the vehicle to an 
independent identity for Suzanne 
Smith, a Pitzer New Resources 
student. Through her art and edu
cation which she began seven 
years ago at Chaffe City College, 
Suzanne was able to transcend 
her sole identity as Pixie leader 
Convelescent home volunteer, 
and super mom. Her new identity 
encompasses her new self as a 
creative individual in addition to 
her care for others. 

Suzanne experienced the ex
pansion of herself. She has kept 
her family through financial. and 
emotional crises making her real
ize she could exert more than the 
necessary one-hundred percent 
and break down steadfast barriers 
in order to build a place for herself 
and others. 
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It All For Art 

" 

As one of six children , Suzanne 
was required to play the role of 
keeper when her mother started 
working after her father went blind 
at forty. Suzanne identified with 
this role living within the parame
ters of her Catholic upbringing. 
Subservient and with little self-es
teem, Suzanne married at nine
teen. Her husband was drafted 
nine months later and Suzanne 
became an Army wife alone in her 
apartment. Later she moved with 
him to Alaska and became preg
nant when they returned to Onta
rio where they both were raised. 

Suzanne is deeply concerned 
about social issues as a resf..:lt 'of 
her personal .experiences; this 
concern is reflected in her art. To 
the unknowing eye, her work, as 
the installation piece pictured · 
here, may appear reactionary, lib
eral, or radical, but to Suzanne it is 
only a response to her feelings as 
a newlywed whose husband had 
just entered the Vietnam War. 
Another of Suzanne's peices rep
resented the lost feelings she had 
in questioning her lost destiny af
ter having her second child. The 
perplexing path she foresaw was 
represented in this 16 foot by 16 
foot installation by dark tun
nels with sand floors leading to a 
mirrored center which signifying 
the light which held all the 
answers to happiness. To Su
zanne, this liqht meant knowing 
she is capable of taking care of 
herself and that she is worth it. Su
zanne achieved this through the 
"strokes" she received for her art. 
Knowing she was capable of be

" ... the little woman was going back to school": Suzanne Smith's recent installation 

Movie Review: 

ing independent saved her an ele- thought it was great that the little 
ment of self-respect, and this she woman was going back to school , 
earned the admiration of her hus- until I became serious and it be
band. gan to infringe upon my time with 

The need to express herself · them. I was no longer accessible 
through art did not appear as the at their every whim ; this was new 
sudden entire answer. Suzanne to them and created a lot of guilt 
went back to school because, as and conflict for me. My commit
she puts it, "there was something ment in the end is to my family, 
festering inside of me: the family .but without the strokes I get from 

Moscow On The Hudson 
by Sam Poser 

Vladimir Ivanov (Robin Will
iams). a Russian circus musician 
who has been blackmailed by the 
KGB and forced to wait in long 
lines for starched toilet paper, de
fects to the United States. While 
the circus troop is on a capitalist 
shopping spree in Bloomingdales 
at the end of their tour, a black se
curity guard, a Cuban lawyer, and 
a beautiful Italian sales clerk 
friend Vladimir. He wonders why 
no one in America is American . 

In Moscow on the Hudson, di
rector Paul Mazursky presents a 
vision of America, and particularly 
New York, as a melting-pot where 
people come together from the 
world over to form a diverse and 
harmonic society. Film critic Rog
er Ebert of "At the Movies," aptly 
points out that Moscow on the 
Hudson is unique among films be
cause there is no character with a 
speaking role who is a white, an
glo-saxon protestant - a point 
which enhances the flavor of the 
film . 

Robin Williams' performance is 
his best yet in motion pictures. He 
gives a restrained but convincing 
portrayal of the Russian immi
grant. Williams, naturally, lets his 
comic prowess shine through as 
Vladimir, but he does not allow it 
to control him as it did in The 
World Acoording to Garp. Paul 
Mazursky deserves a great deal 
of credit for properly and elegantly 
capturing Williams' ability. 

A talented supporting cast 
strengthens Williams' perfor
mance. Cleavant Derricks, a Tony 
Award winner for best actor in a 
musical for his performance in 
Dream Girls, makes a wonderful 
movie debut as the Blooming
dales: security guard Lionel With
erspoon, who takes Vladimir into 
this home and instructs him as to 
the ways of New York. Derricks 
and Williams compliment each 
other well and set the tender, 
comic pace of Moscow on the 
Hudson. 

Maria Conchita Alonso portrays 

the Italian salesgirl with whom 
Vladimir falls in love. Her pres
ence makes the film glow. Alejan
dro Rey, of "Flying Nun" fame, 
portrays the Cuban lawyer who 
gives his card to Vladim1r while he 
is defecting in Bloomingdales. 
Rey's role is rather small , but im
portant be-cause he helps con
vince Vladimir that America really 
is a land of opportunity. The other 
supporting roles are also very 
strong, especially those of Elya 
Baskin as Vladimir's Russian 
compatriot and Tiger Haynes as 
Lionel 's grandfather. 

The only problem with the film is 
the ending ; it winds itself up too 
quickly. Still , Moscow on the Hud
son is a warm and funny film that 
reaffirms the American dream in 
the same manner that Frank Ca
pra did in 1946 with It 's a Wonder
ful Life. 

(Moscow on the Hudson is playing 
at the General Cinemas in Mont
clair Plaza. Show times are 12:30, 
2:50, 5:10, 7 :30, and 9:50.) 

art and my network of art-friends, 
my insecurity would make my at
tempts to express my commit-
ment to my family empty." 

Suzanne began building her 
confidence with classes from En
glish to assertiveness training , on
ly recognizing the possibility of art 
through a computer that suggest
ed College and career options. 
Suzanne took the computer's ad
vice and began drawing upon her 
creative instincts while she 
brought some extra income into 
the family by decorating Christ
mas trees. "The opportunity ap
peared great but after a while it 
became quite mundane, so I de
cided to take my first studio art 

class." Suzanne has succeeded 
in her art class. A good example of 
her success in her art work is 
shown through sometimes expen
sive exhibitions. She is now em
barking on a new pro}ect to con
summate her love of art and need 
of money: the sign painting and 
banner making businesses. }he . 
personal success Suzanne 
achieved through her art is some
thing that few physical objects can 
express. She has broken out of 
her nutshell and has established a 
relationship with the world that 
gives her life meaning and value. 
Consequently she n.ow has much 
more to offer of herself. 

Manifestations • 
Ill 

a Clay Medium 
by Jenna Reich 

The "Clay Connection" on exhi
bition at the Lang and Montgo
mery art galleries March 25th to 
April 1st was presented by the 
Scripps and Pomona art depart-. 
ments as a part of their annual 
Spring Series. A sense of conti
nuity bound the forty plus pieces 
which came from · such diverse 
places as Switzwerland, Japan. 
Texas, and Claremont. Although 
the show was cohesive, the pie
ces ranged from an immensely 
'oversized cement and ceramic 
rabbit of highly finished quality to a 
piece entitled "Unknown Parts ." 
which captured the observer in a 
stream of life. as it appeared to be 
in the midst of making. Between 
these extremes, there were pie
ces of various size, shape and 
content, all meticulously crafted . 
Many of the works portrayed a 
highly modern clean and slick im-

age while other p1eces, such as 
"Ross1e ." an antique chest 1n 
which a ceramic baby head & 
childhood memo1rs captu red a 
slice of someones early years, 
were to the oppos1te extreme. 

The clay medium around which 
this show revolved took numerous 
forms as a result of the many dif
ferent processes from which they 
were crafted . Raku . a traditional 
Japanese method of firing clay . 
achieves an earthy quality. only 
shared by the low salt firing pro
cess in wh ich the glaze is re
placed by salt both of these rend
er an interesting and natural fin
ished product. In contrast. other 
pieces were alone in a high gloss 
sheen of intensive vibrant color. 

Overall , the show carried a pro
{essional air. The p1eces came 
alive against the contrast of the 
stark white walls and each work 
created an atmosphere of it_c; own. 
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Letters to the Editor 
Dear Concerned Student 

Holcombe 
Responds 

It is a healthy sign in a morally student bod~' is far from "token ." 
developed, mature adult toques- . You speak of "large crevices" in 
tion authority and it's decisions. present school policy. Converse
However, along with maturity ly, I find large crevices and indi
comes the development of an op- rection in your accusations. With 
en mind . Ironically, you prefer to what school policies are you dis
entertain a dogmatic view of contented? Furthermore, who are 
Pitzer and it's student body. Pitzer "certain administrators" and what 
College's academic structure, specifically are their "questiona
faculty, administration and stu- ble" actions? To my knowledge 
dent involvement in governance is every administrator, even the 
truly unique in today's upper level President. has defined power. In 
educational system. I would hope, addition, each administrator is ex
as a concerned student, that you pected to answer to a colleague or 
are involved in some type of stu- superior in the event that a ques
dent-administration committee. If, tionable decision is made. Unfor
in fact, you are involved with a tunately, the only inconsistencies 
committee it seems strange that I see are in your vague referen
you have not yet realized that ces. 

accusations which are commonly 
known as hearsay. Not only is 
hearsay considered invalid, but it 
does nothing more than divide 
and disrupt the unity of the Pitzer 
community and tarnish the repu
tation of the individuals it involves. 
Are your accusations valid or 
hearsay? If, in fact, they are valid, 
then why do you not come from 
behind your transparent wall and 
stand behind what you believe to 
be true? Furthermore, if you de
cide to make your accusations 
public, I will happily discuss the 

I wish to respond to the letter from tion on the campus. That is simply 
"A Concerned Student" whfch ap- not true. We don't ignore the 
peared in the April10 issue of The things we know. But we can only 
Other Side. In particular, there are act on the information we have. 
two points in the letter with which I And before we do act, we must be 
take issue. very careful that the information is 

The first is the statement that accurate. We must not let rumor 
"the Administration has recently automatically become fact, gossip 
hired an RA whom they know is a unthinkingly be defined as truth, 
drug dealer. " If the administrators or assumptions be accepted with
in question are members of the out examination. 
Dean of Students' staff, then I The College is concerned with 
know the statement to be patently both drug use and drug distribu
untrue. None of us knows tha! one tion on this campus. 1 have yet to 
of the newly-selected RAs IS _or I see anyone make a strong case· 
has been a drug dealer. Such 1n- for the beneficial effects of such 
formation. was n~ver broug_ht to behavior on either education pro
our attention dunng the RA 1nter- cess or on an individual's person
view and selectic:m proce~s . al development. Our regulations 

Pitzer's student body can and For reasons of objectivity in ref
does have a substantial amount of erence to your question of "fair" 
power. Possibly you would enjoy three conditions must be ad
attending a public university, take dressed. If one was to success
your tests by your social security fully equate the two situations, 
number, rarely having a class with which I highly doubt, moderation, 
under 75 people and having abso- responsibility, and seriousness of 
lutely no say in administrative the problem must be considered. 
matters whatsoever! Additionally ,, Who showed more moderation? 
if you are not involved with any And which problem is more se
committees I see absolutely no rious? 
validity in your generalizations. . It is ever so easy to hide behind 
The power and influence of the a wall of anonymity and spread 

· issues involved . The Pitzer com
munity's solidarity can be, and is, 
strong. The last thing it needs, 
however, is for one of its members 
to make erroneous assertions 
about certain individuals and poli
cies. My concern is, yes as a con
cerned student also, that you 
make statements that are not 
backed up by any factual evi
dence nor are your accusations 
directive. Pitzer's student body, its 
unity and power within the admin
istration do not need to be chal
lenged or possibly impaired by 
such aimless pretensions. 

That process 1s a public one, exist for the purpose of helping 
designed i~ part to provide a wi?~ make this College community one 
a range of 1nput about the quallfl- where students can find the most 
cations of ea_ch of th_e ~tudents conducive setting possible for 
who are apply1ng for th1s highly re- personal and intellectual growth. 
sponsible, highly visible position The Dean of Students' staff does 
of student leadership. The pro- not take the College's regulations 
cess was described in an article in lightly, nor do we undertake their 
the April 1 0 Other Side. If there enforcement in a whimsical man
are any reasons why a~y candi- ner. We are always aware that we 
date should not be considered for must act responsibly about the in
an RA position, the current pro- formation which comes to us and 
cess provide~ ample opportunity the way in which it is used. The 
for the interviewers (current resi- "Concerned Student" letter paints 
dence hall staff members and vo- a most inaccurate picture of the 
lunteer students, as well as the way the Dean of Students' staff in-

by John P. Hoel 

, Housing Dean) to receive such in- terprets College regulations about 
formation. No on~ did. . drugs and of the way we carry our 

Hertel On Drug Abuse 
The second po1nt I would like to responsibility for enforcement of 

clarify is the implication that the those regulations. 
Dean of Students' staff chooses to Jane M. Holcombe 
selectively ignore certain informa- Dean of Students 

The recent coverage relating to alcohol and drug use and abuse 
on campus is a healthy sign of our community's willingness to dis
cuss critical social and behavioral issues in a public format. Specif
ically, the juxtaposition of the story on suspensio~s for alleged deal
ing in drugs and the story reiating to the student code of conduGt pro
vided much food for thought. Each story, of course, was only tangen
tially about substance abuse and in the main seemed to reflect atti
tudes that regard substance abuse as secondary to "rights a.1d au
thority issues. " This is not surprising sine~ national, state and local 
90vernmental policy tends to reflect the same priorities. The fact of 
the matter is that alcohol and drug abuse is primarily a critical 
public health problem and in my view should be focused upon in 
those terms in order to effectively deal with the disintegrative and ne
gat;veeffects substance abuse clearly has on both individuals and 
those collectives of which they are a part. 

It also seems very important for a small community like Pitzer to 
recognize that "the problem" is not parochial , but in true ecological 
fashion relates to the broader personal and public worlds in a signifi
cant way. Pitzer per se cannot have a problem with alcohol and 
drugs. 

The rights and regulatory concerns may have a certain validity for 
those annunciating them. However, these focii clearly miss the point 
that substance abuse as a social and physical disease cannot be 
"regulated" nor regarded as a matter of "personal preference" any 
more than typhoid can. The issue is complicated by the fact that in 
the case of alcohol , at least, there are persons who are not afflicted 
by the disease of alcoholism. That being what it may, in the case of 
disintegrative social diseases which produce behavior which is often 
dangerous to others as well as the individuals involved cannot be 
"shined on" as if there was no communal responsibility or liability in
volved. At the same time, to regard "punishment and isolation" as an 
effective means of dealing with substance abuse is primitive and del
usory as witnessed by the national (indeed, international) failure to 
cope with substance abuse throughout the industrial world . Fou
cault 's imaginative treatments of social management of the "insane" 
and "diseased" amply illustrates the invidiousness processes of pun-

tion about drug use and distribu-

ishment and isolation can lead to (which is not to say Pitzer's admi
nistrative policies are aimed at creating ship~ of fools in a conspiracy 
to eliminate a class of persons from our small community) . 

My hope would be that continued dialogue on the matter will help 
both the individuais who suffer from the negative effects of aicoho
lism and drug abuse and the Pitzer community which suffers differ
ently, but equally from the disease. As a corollary, Pitzer "as a family" 
will , I believe, be aided and made more whole by the catharsis of the 
dialogue. 

In simple, straightforward terms, the good aii-Ame.rican obsession 
with "health" is right on, but should not blind us with jogging suits and 
vitamin dispensers to the fact that substance abuse in many if not all 
cases is a disease like others of the "social sort· " With trich, gonor
rhea, syphillis, typoid , measles, etc. we can pretend that the disease 
as an expression of communality isn't much of a problem - a little 
flagel or some penicillin and "it's" o.k. The same ignorance does not 
hold up so well in the case of diseases like alcoholism and other 
forms of drug abuse - in the final analysis the disintegrative and long 
term negative effects individuals and their "communities" from sub
stance abuse are devastating, wasteful and always-life threatening. 
They are given to treatment "by the pill" and are more often than not 
subject to collective ignoranc:e as. to their true nature. Hence, it is not 
surprising they are regarded as "problems" that'can be solved by pri
sons, asylums, and other forms of "expulsion" or avoidance denial or 
sublimation. 

Lastly, the focus upon alcohol and d'rug abuse as a "student prob
lem" is especially misleading and foolish. The delusion, let us call it a 
shuck, that Pitzer is somehow isolated from the realities of human 
ecology writ large always stuns me and seems especially prepos·
terous in an institution purporting to emphasize the verities of the so
cial and behavioral sciences, not to mention the liberal (liberating) 
arts. But this raises other issues too complex forth is moment in print. 
I hope The Other Side will continue its interest and coverage of the 
"substance abuse story" in order to create an atmosphere of health 
and loving concern for others and ourselves as a community of 

continued on _page twelve 
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The Platform 

Presidential 
Elections 

Many of you will be voting in a 
presidential election for the first 
time in November. · The decision 
that most of you will make will be 
greatly influenced by the 
coverage that the media gives the 
campaign. Newspaper headlines 
and network news by-lines greatly 
affect voter attitudes towards can
didates. The labels that the media 
gives to candidates, such ' as 
"front-runner" or "long-shot", 
seem to foretell the final outcome 
of the election, and in a way this is 
true. Volunteers and campaign 
contributions are essential if a 
candidate is to have any chance 
of winning the election. Members 
of the electorate are less apt to do
nate time and money to a candi
date that is perceived by the me
dia to have little, or no, chance of 
winning the election, than to do
nate these services to one who is 
publicized as the "front-runner." 

The media affects the possible 
choices you will have in No
vember through its coverage of 
the primary season. The way in 
which the media assesses the 
candidates ' vote count in primar
ies and caucuses, i.e., winner, 
runner-up, or loser, directly influ
ences the outcomes of future 
primaries and caucuses. As can
didates tend to be on the losing 
side or the winning side of the con
tests, the candidates either gain 
or lose "momentum", depending 
upon whether the media claims 
that the candidate received more 
or less votes than expected. 
These expectations arise from the 
use of opinion polls taken by the 

0 
0 

media prior to the election. The ciding for whom to cast his or her 
announcement of these polls una vote. The single most important 
day-to-day basis have a profound . factor in deciding which candidate 
effect on the outcome of the prim- to support is the candidates' posi
aries. Fewer voters will support a tions on critical issues and their 
candidate if he is seen to be dec- . ideological base. In voting this 
lining in the polls. As this decline way you will be engaging in polit
continues, fewer voters will sup- lcs and not a media video game. 
port him in the polls, thereby . Democracy is the process by 
creating a downward spiral that is which the electorate of a society 
very difficult, if not impossible, for decides who is most capable of 
the candidate to pull out of. leading their country, not a popu-

The focus of media campaign larity contest. The fact that a can
coverage is not what the electo- didate has won primaries, or is 
rate should base their voting deci- ahead in the opinion polls in 
sions on, indeed, it should not be a another state or region, or even in 
factor whatsoever. The media fo- your own state, is no reason to 
cuses on results and probable vote for him. Too often these prim
outcomes, what a candidate must aries and polls represent local 
do in the upcoming primaries or popularity and agreement with 
weeks to gain support, where sup- what the candidate had to say 
port is coming from, and a candi- about issues concerning that re
dates chance of beating the other gion. These same issue stances 
party's candidate in November. A could be contrary to your views, 
voter should not take these fac- but too often voters do not realize 
tors into consideration when de- continued on page twelve 

Why Should Men 
Open the Door 

Wait a minute! I was having sc 
much fun reading Tom Leventh· 
al's "Path to Escapism" when 
BAM! Right there in between thir
teen-year-olds and shoelaces 
was someone telling me she was 
peeved when I open my own 
doors. Opening doors for others is 
a nice gesture. I know . .. I do it all 
the time. I appreciate it when my 
hands are full. And it is convenient 
when my friend gets to the door 
before me. 

But sometimes when I'm walk
ing with a companion and having 
a pleasant conversation with him, 
he races from behind me to open 
the door. Sometimes he even 
brushes my hand away as I'm 
reaching for it (even though I 
might have better access), or 
worse yet, ignores my free hands 
and all the books, keys and mail in 
his to make that difficult maneuver 
to open the door for that girl. I can 
hear his parents shouting that 
same phrase at him in his child-

hood. Usually, between the one
sided race to get to the door, and 
my companion's rust) to shut it be
hind us and catch up with me, the 
flow of conversation has been de
stroyed. 

I am always left with a strong 
feeling of discomfort-not only be
cause I don't know what I did to 
provoke my companion 's some
time frantic struggle-for-the-door, 
but also because I wonder if he is 
trying to help me or do what soci
ety has drilled into his conscience. 
If door-opening is a courtesy, we 
should not pay it indiscriminately, 
but with consideration of those 
around us and the specific situa
tion . 

As for Ms. Fey's concluding 
comment to "they who say we can 
do anything men can do and bet
ter," I can only reply that I do what 
interests me, and I strive to reach 
my greatest potentials. In the 
past, as now, society has encour
aged men to do this. I hope they 

continue (though I hope they learn 
to more closely examine their mo
tives). Furthermore, many men to
day are finding that they can do 
what women do, and ·many can do 
it better. 

On the other hand, women with 
the impulse to succeed were able 
to do so only by adopting men's 
names and binding their chests. 
Although even today, feminists 
are accused of being emasculat
ory subjects of penis envy, most 
women have realized that we can 
do what men can do. That is a fact 
that will continue, so if it peeves 
Ms. Fey, she is going to be 
peeved for the rest of her life. If 
women had swallowed Ms. Fey's 
attitude throughout history, I am 
certain that neither of us would be 
discussing it in a college newspa
per. We wouldn't be in college at 
all. 

by Cybele Plywaski 

Pitzer Freedom 

by Bryan A. Beak 

Pitzer College offers its prospective students much more freedom 
than they would probably find at other colleges. However, this at
mosphere of freedom does not always attract the self-disciplined 
students for which it was intended. Many intelligent students attend 
Pitzer because they know that the lack of distribution requirements 
will allow them to graduate with a narrowly-focused degree. Instead 
of graduating students familiar with the variety of disciplines that de
fine liberal arts, the current program allows a single field of study, 
and does little to insure competency in basic skills. 

By omitting distribution requirements and general comprehensive 
exams, the college is forced to rely on its advisor system to promote 
diversity in its students' course selections. The advisor system re
quires a faculty member's approval of each student's course selec
tion, and theoretically encourages distr:bution. Regardless of what 
the Pitzer "family" wishes to believe, this system works poorly in 
practice. Faculty members who' are known to be lenient in their sign
ing practices are pressed into service, at times advisors' signatures 
are simply forged or copied from last semester's document. Though · 
such educational requirements would strip the college of some of its 
much heralded diversity, and, the argument goes, attract less stu
dents, this is precisely my point. All too often students attracted by 
such lenient requirements are attracted by the potential for abuse; 
four years of a single discipline is far simpler than the breadth of a 
true liberal arts education. The loss of this type of diversity would fail 
to attract only those students who are likely to abuse the system. 
Students genuinely interested in developing their own majors are not 
hampered in this pursuit by being required to take a few general 
courses or to demonstrate their basic proficiencies. By coupling gen
eral course requirements in such fundamental fields as writing and 
mathematics, with a mandatory comprehensive exam upon which 
graduation is dependent, competence in the minimum basic skills 
associated with a four year degree could be insured. 

Most of today's college students, especially those spending up
wards of $45,000 for a four year degree, are looking for a reputable 
college with a fine academic curriculum. Until Pitzer begins catering 
to these students with an updated curriculum, it will, of course, fail to 
attract them. Pitzer was founded during turbulent times and its aca
demic climate largely reflects those times. Though it claims to be in
novative, it is still professing educatio.nal ideas that failed years ago. 
Such open-ended educational programs as complete self-selection 
of courses. learning at your own pace, and non-graded courses were 
tried and them dismissed as unproductive. SAT scores had been 
falling for years before the current surge of interest in traditionally 
structured education forced them back up. Pitzer has the potential to 
be great, let's not let it become a haven for over-moneyed, under
motivated holdovers from the last generation. 

Frotn the R.A.s 

Two months ago the 1983-84 
R.A. staff, the Hall Directors, and 
the Dean of Housing, Daria 
Shockley, got together to begin 
the annual selection process for 
next year's R.A. staff. A commit
tee of Pitzer students was chosen 
to participate in the process. Each 
of 34 aoolicants was given a 
group interview, individual inter
views, and was assigned individu-

meetings and an inservice day 
this spring have allowed both old 
and new R.A. staff members to 
get to know each other, and have 
strengthened the confidence we 
have in each other. We are all very 
enthusiastic about residence life 
in the 1984-85 school year, and 
we hope you all will join us in our 
confidence and enthusiasm. 

al and group tasks. The process Joan Titcomb, Richard Chute, 
·was designed to allow applicants Julie Rosenburg , Micheal Erin
to introduce their qualifications, burg, Caryl Hamilton, Kathy 
lear: ·. more about A.A. responsi- Mansfield, Brad Wolfe , Steve 
bilities, and demonstrate their ca- Wheeler, Lyle Hateidge, Mia Dan
pabilities. After intensive delibera- bonne, Tracy Smith , Ta.msin May
tion , eight R.A. finalists were · ers, Tim Brandt, Luis Martinez, 
chosen according to their poten- Greg White, Wes Tanimura, Elliot 
tial for contribution to Pitzer resi- Toombs, Peter Van Zandt, Tim 
dence life. Bosworth, Jim Stevens, Dave 

Phillips , 

Several individual hall staff 
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Hertel Continued 
learners. I do not believe we rieed to offend or vulgarize the educa
tional mission of a very good and unique college community through 
dealing with real (sic) issues such as substance abuse in an open 
and "educated" way. In fact, th~ eradication of ignorance in thought 
and behavior in the dorms and offices seems like an important ad
junct to our educational mission in the classroom. Nor would I per
sonally advocate trying to prevent young persons from being "their 
age" anymore than I would doing that to any age phase including my 
own. I will say this, however; when I was a freshman at Pomona Col
lege I used to drink beer a Stinky's where the Bank of America is now 
on Foothill and Mountain in Uplp.nd . I figured out how long it took me 
(as a member of the cross country and track team) to run from Stin
ky's to Mudd-Biaisdell back at the college over a "straight line route" 
through what was tlien mostly orange.'groves. Then friends and I 
would bet other drinking students that I could beat them back to the 
dorm on foot while they drove their cars if had so many minutes lead 
time. I was always back at the dorm before they even left Stinky's in 
their cars. Of course, what we bet was beer and so the evenings got 
very long and somewhat drunken. I was truly fortunate in the only life 
1 shortened with these escapades was my own. In retrospect, I often 
wonder if my friends and I had thought it through and talked about 
what was "really" going on if we would have behaved the same way? 
Thus the real importance of dialogue in love and friendship and colle
gial affinity. 

Cordially, 
Carl Hertel 

Professor of Art and 
Environmental Studies 

Rodman Continued 
look m flight. Or the legend ot the t-Jasadena gun club 
and the Signal Corp. and 70% of California's wetlands 
being wiped out. Except Rodman's got this funny idea 
that the class is gonna climb all the way to the top of 
Baldy and back tomorrow, National Forest, which used 
to mean intelligent preservation of watershed but now 
means "America's Playground." I gotta go buy some 
moleskins or else blisters will become another environ
mental Dilemma. 

Vaults Continued 
reminded me of Baskin Robbins 
putrid banana ice cream) and it 
was fairly clear that looking too di
rectly at one of our "roommates'' .. 
was not a good idea. Shortly_ 
though, we became less con
cerned with our safety and more 
concerned with the outside world . 
The only action in the tank was the 
phone list; a long-waiting list to use 
the payphone in the corner. Of 
course they had conveniently 
taken all our money, besides. who 
could we call???? 

Once in a while the door would 
clank open and they would haul 
someone out. or more often bring 
people in. Time passes very slow
ly when all you can do is sit or 
pace We did, however, provide a 
great source of amusement for 
the other prisoners. As time pass
ed ever so slowly, so did hope 
fade ~nd worry set in , for our cell
mates informed us that if we wer
en 't arraigned today we were off to 
L.A. county for a night of strip 
searches (including the infamous 
anal probe) , lice sprays and other 
fun activities. Sometime in the af-

5:00 now. Court closes at 5:00 so 
you boys are comin ' to the county 
tonight. " 

In spite of this, I must state that 
we definitely fared better in the 
hands of the inmates than the 
guards. While the inmates were 
amused by us, the guards clearly 
disliked us and treated us worse 
than they did the other prisoners 
with whom they seemed familiar. 

As much as I had to admit it, I 
think we all began to regret this 
project which we had commenced 
with such conviction . I guess their 
little game works pretty well . ... 

This letter is getting pretty long 
and I've got lots of other work due 
so I'll be brief. Suffice it to say that 
we were greatly relieved to be 
called to court at what turned out 
to be around 4:00. So relieved that 
we didn 't mind being misunder
stood in court or some of the unfair 
(and inaccurate) charges brought 
against us or the fines that, I'm 
sure we could have wiped out had 
we been prepared for the situa
tion . Having been treated like 
criminals all day, we all began to 

ternoon we were amused and re- feel like them and readily agreed 
lieved to see Mike brought in, to anything that would keep us out 
handcuff~d to an "assault with in- of the can. 
t~nt to kill ". The relief was short So as you can see, I'm doing 
lived. . well-as usual-and making the 
. It began to seem that everyone · most of my academic career. 
1n the cell had gone before the· Send my love lo Grandma and 
judge but us. Some of them had Grandpa. 
gone twice. Along with their LA. 
county stories (supposed projec- Lotsa Love 
tions of our fates) our friends be- Your All-American son 
gan to tell us that, "Yeah man, I Andy XXOO 
was just out there and its almost 

North Twenty Continued 
There are many different plant species flourishing in the north 20. 

Different sections are in various stages of recovery from human dis
turbances and some, such as the stretch near Foothill , contain ex
tremely lush and varied vegetation . Rather than considering only the 
campus' layout and costs, perhaps developments could be sited 
around areas which are especially thriving . Many species of native 
California plants, including agave, cholla cactus, yerba santa, laurel 
sumac, and blueberry elder flourish in these areas. 

Not to mention the rabbits. Rabbits who graze the Pitzer field at 
night like to live by dense brush that grows close to the ground. There 
is quite a bit of such brush in the vicinity, including the biological re
serve right across Foothill , to which rabbits could conceivably mi
grate if their homes were bulldozed. It's possible , however, that 
Pitzer's field would become a less attractive feeding meadow if the 
proposed dormitory and playing field were built. Between these 
developments and Pitzer's turf only a smallish strip of uncultivated 
bush would be left. Although it is not possible to know for sure, this 
band might be too narrow and exposed to human traffic to serve as a 
rabbit habitat. 

At first, preserving the natural sys1em could be perceived as "do
ing nothing" or "wasting space. " It would be a mistake, however, to 
assume that expansion per se is necessarily an improvement. Be
fore any decision is made regarding the building of new facilities on 
this land, the benefits the Pitzer community as a whole would gain 
should be carefully weighed against those that would be lost. It 
should not be forgotten that the chaparral itself has a lot of educa
tional and even spiritual value to the community for which apprecia
tion -could continue if it were just left alone. 

Admissions Continued 
were budgeted ; there is now the 
hope that funds will not have to be 
used for this purpose. 

Both Ron Macaulay, in charge 
of Admissions as vice-president 
for academic affairs, and Jon Par
ro, Assistant Director of Admis
sion, emphasize that it is too early 
to judge the quality of this year' re
cruitment. They agree that im
provements in' the organization of 
the Admissions office, a more ef
fective use of the computer to 
send prompt and selective mailing' 
units togther with a more aggres
sive use of preferential financial 
aid packaging, have improved the 

results. The future results will de
pend on the new Director of Ad
mission who will b~ selected be
fore the end of the year by a com
mittee including three faculty, a 
student and a representative of 
the administration. 

Macaulay expects that the next 
Director will spend most of his or 
her time on .campus in order to 
coordinate marketing strategies 
which will make the college more 
selective (we now accept over 
80% of our applicants), in face of a 
declining college population, and 
declining S.A.T. scores. 

Governance Continued 
tion of the College Planning Com
mittee and th_e dissolution of the 
Admiss ions and Financial Aid 
Committee with the increased re
sponsibility of Academic Stan
dards, are the major features of 
the new system. It also estab
lishes a Curriculum Committee re
sponsible for year-to-year func
tions, and an Academic Events 
Committee to plan lectures and 
conferences which will enrich the 
mtellectual life of the community. 
Overall, the new system prov1des 
us with four strong, interrelated 
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Presidential 

Elections 

Continued 
this and cast their vote for the can
didate anyway because the media 
says that he will probably win. 

Another voting patterri of the 
electorate is to vote against the 
front-runner because upsets are 
intriguing and confuse the media. 
A clear example if this is Gary 
Hart's early victories in the primar
ies. The media was a little 
shocked and wondered how this 
could happen. The electorate 
seemed to put pressure on Man
dale to try harder to win the nomi
nation. This is not to say that I am 
supporting one of these candi
dates over another (those of you 
who know me know that it is un
likely that I would suppport either), 
but that I do not feel that the voters 
fully regarded the issue positions 
of the candidates and voted senti
ment, not politics. 

When casting your votes in the 
primaries and in Novemeber, do 
not fall into the media trap. Find 
out as much as you can on all the 
candidates prior to your decisior . 
Do not vote for a candidate merely 
because the media labels him a 
front-runner, or to upset a front
runner. Politics is a serious busi
ness and must be approached re
sponsibly. What if the media 
wonderboy or a candidate with 
media momentum wins by a 
landslide only for the electorate to 
find out later that he is unable to 
cope with the pressures of the of
fice or has undesireable issue 
stances? Cast your ballots with 
the basis of the decision being 
candidates ' views and issue stan
ces, not media blitzkrieg. Re
member that the· purpose of elec
tions is to elect responsible lead
ers who will govern and decidE 
issues with the consent of thE 
electorate. If you do not vote witr 
this in mind you are wasting yoUI 
vote. which is your voice to thE 
candidates and parties. In No 
vember please vote. and votE 
wisely. 

admissions guidelines based on 
all existing data and statistics, the 
job of folder reading could be giv
en to Admissions personnel . 
Those few cases falling outside 
normal guidelines would be consi
dered and acted upon by Aca
demic Standards since these stu
dents might, realistically , fall un
der its jurisdiction later. Financial 
Aid matters, especially those con
cerning academic performance. 
will also be handled by ASC. This 
new method removes the need for 
one committee thus streamlining 
the system, while at the same time 
drawing more faculty members in
to the admissions process. 

decision making bodies, with a ------------
balance between . streamlining 
and maximizing faculty and stu-

These two changes, the forma- dent input. 
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